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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an image coding algorithm using spline functions that is competitive
with the more conventional orthogonal transform methods at data rates of 1 bit/pixel or
less. Spline coding has the added attraction of an optical implementation arising from the
fact that least squares image approximations also produces least squares approximations to
the image derivatives. A first order spline is used to approximate the proper order
derivative of the image whose order is determined by an analysis presented in the paper.
The image derivative is then encoded and transmitted to the user who reconstructs the
image by a k-1 order integration which can be done optically.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned with the development of the concepts of image degrees of freedom
and entropy from an approximation theoretic viewpoint for application to image coding.
These concepts are used to develop a coding method using spline functions that can be
implemented using optical processing techniques.

Treating the degrees of freedom of an image as approximation problem arises quite
naturally in the context of image coding by transform methods, where an orthogonal
transformation is performed on a sampled image matrix. A bandwidth reduction is obtained
by transmitting only those transform coefficients above a certain threshold whose level is
consistent with the desired error [1].

In this sense, the degrees of freedom of the image at an error of magnitude epsilon, or
more succinctly, the epsilon degrees of freedom in terms of the orthogonal functions used.
DOF (,,N is simply the number of functions in the set {N} required to achieve the desired
error, ,. The overall data rate R(N,,) is the product of the number of bits, NT, required to
adequately represent the coefficients and the number of coefficients, DOF(,,N) and is
given by:



* The placement of the knots, the number of knots, and the number of spline coefficients
are all equivalent. Any one is sufficient to determine the others so that these forms will be used
interchangeably in the sequel.

R(N,,) = NT · DOF(,,N)

Implicit in this is the assumption that the overall coding procedure can be separated into
two parts:  first, obtaining an adequate transform approximation of the image, and second,
the quantization of the transform coefficients. By approaching the coding problem in this
manner it becomes easier to understand one difficulty with the orthogonal transform coding
methods. The large bandwidth reductions reported are due, in part to the compacting-of-
image-energy property of orthogonal transformations. The difficulty in quantization of the
coefficients is the result of the fact that any compacting in the transform domain is at the
expense of an increased dynamic range in the transform coefficients, because of the
conservation of energy inherent to all orthogonal transformations.

This would seem to indicate that a suitable set of transform functions would possess both
good approximating properties, and transform coefficients whose dynamic range is of the
order of that of the original image pixels. This idea could be extended to finding the best
set {N} minimizing R(N,,) i.e.,

minR(N,,) = min(NTDOF(N,,) = R(,) = NTDOF(,)

Again the assumption is made that the quantization and approximation steps can be
separated.

Thus, one method of finding the epsilon-degrees-of-freedom, or the minimum data rate,
would be to find the set of functions which, when used to approximate the image at an
error rate epsilon, would require the fewest number of functions, This is a very difficult
problem so the results in this work will be represented using kth order splines. Splines are
chosen due to their excellent image approximation properties [2], their desirable
computation characteristics and the feasibility of an optical implementation.

Methods (Least Squares Spline Methods)

While the determination at each step of such a best approximating spline is simply a
nonlinear minimization problem over the knot* defining the spline, it is computationally
infeasible. Thus we must follow DeBoor [3] and settle for spline approximations with
good, if not optimal, knot placements. In what follows, an easily implemented knot
placement method will be given that can result in a significant error reduction over the
uniform knot case. The results will be developed using splines, giving the following kth

order spline approximation f^(x,y):



(1)

where Ni,k(·;x) are the normal B-splines of order k (degree k-1) described by DeBoor [4],
and >_ and 0_, are knot vectors in the x and y directions respectively. The spline coefficients,
Sij are obtained by solving the following systems of equations:

(2)

for R=l, 2,.. . N and m=1, 2, . .. N. In matrix notation this becomes

where [ ]T indicates matrix transpose. To simplify notation let

Equation (2) becomes

Since N>Nx and N>Nv , in general, equation (2) cannot be solved exactly. However, the
spline coefficients that minimize the normalized least-squares error ,, given by the
expression:

can be otained by taking [Sij] to the

(3)

The remainder of this subsection is concerned with the possibility of subsectioning the
image and using different knot densities in each of the subsections, and with the



quantization of the spline coefficients. It is reasonable that subsectioning might provide
fruitful results, when one considers an L2 error bound given by Schultz [5] for kth order
splines. Recalling that the error is given by the L2 mpr,. ** · **2 of the difference between
the function and its approximation, this bound is given by

where D̄ = max {mas(>i+1->i), max (0j+1¯0y)}

C = 0(4)

k = even integer

Thus if the image derivative energy is large only over a small region, then using a uniform
knot kth order spline with knot width equalling D̄ as indicated by equation (4) should result
in an overly good approximation of the image in those regions where the image derivative
energy is low. Thus we should be able to obtain reasonable results by employing a
different kth spline with uniformly spaced knots in each subsection if the knot density in
each subsection is proportional to the value of

in that subsection.

After placement of knots and solution for the least-squares coefficients, the spline
coefficients are uniformly quantized on a subsection by subsection basis. A uniform
quantizer was chosen due to lack of a better understanding of the coefficient statistics at
this time. The number of coefficient quantization levels in each subsection was
proportional to the variance of the spline coefficients in that subsection, with the maximum
number of levels chosen for the subsection with the highest pixel variance. The
proportionality constant which determines the number of quantization levels in each
subsection is chosen to achieve the overall desired bit/pixel rate.

Since this is an adaptive quantization algorithm some overhead is necessary. The total
number of bits required for transmission, NT, is related to the total number of overhead
bits, No, as follows and the number of coefficient bits NR as follows:

NT = NR + No.



No can be determined by consideration of the fact that the overhead consists of the bits
required to describe the subsection quantizers, Ng, the maximum possible number of
coefficients per subsection, Nc, and the maximum possible number of bits per coefficient,
Nb, in each subsection. Thus if Ns is the number of subsections the number of overhead
bits is given by

No = Ns(Nq + Nc + Nb).

The number of bits required to describe the coefficients, NR, is simply the sum over all the
subsections of the number of bits required to describe the subsection spline coefficients.

Description of the subsection quantizers requires the maximum and minimum
reconstruction levels. These are quantized to 32 bits each to ensure sufficient accuracy so
that Ng = 2 x 32=64. N is taken arbitrarily to be 64 so that a NxN image will have a
maximum of 32 knots in the x and y directions if N = 256. Since the maximum possible
number of coefficients N = (32)2, 5 bits are sufficient to describe the number of knots, or
equivalently the number of coefficients. The maximum of quantization levels is taken to be
32 so that Nb = 5. These values are summarized in Table 1.

Experimental Results (Least Squares Spline)

To demonstrate the utility of using splines for image coding, an experiment was performed
on the 256x256 pixel image shown in Figure 1. The image was partitioned into 64
subsections and approximated by second order splines. The unquantized spline
approximation to the image is shown in Figure 2. The spline coefficients were then
quantized at a rate of approximately 1 bit/pixel, including the overhead, and then used to
produce the quantized image in Figure 3. The corresponding errors are shown in Table 2.
Note that the quantization step at this bit rate has not introduced an excessive error
increase over the unquantized spline approximation. At 1.01 bit/pixel an error less than
.5% is quite reasonable considering the non-optimal use of a uniform quantizer. A max
quantizer [6] employing the proper statistical properties would most likely produce better
results. Nevertheless, the visual qualities of the quantized reconstruction in Figure 3 are
quite good and demonstrate that splines are a feasible approach to the image coding
problem.

Optical Implementation (Derivative Spline)

The possibility of optically implementing the spline coding algorithms of the previous
section is based on facts that:  a least-squares kth order spline approximation to an image
produces a least-squares approximation to its derivatives up to order k-1, in terms of lower 



* See the Appendix

order splines and the divided differences of the spline coefficients; and that the k-l
derivative of a kth order spline is a first order spline of the form*:

(5)

An understanding of the process involved in obtaining a least-squares 1st order spline
approximation of the k-l derivative of f(x,y), Dk-1f(x,y), can be gained by consideration of
figure (4). This figure shows the domain of definition of a particular subsection of
Dk-1f(x,y), along with the knots defining                         . Since the least-squares

approximation of Dx
k-1 Dy

k-1f(x,y) by a constant in the rectangle [>i, >j+1)x[0j, 0j+1) is obtained
by setting the constant equal to the average value of Dx

k-1Dy
k-1f(x,y) in that rectangle Cij is

given by

(6)

with the estimate being

(7)

f^(x,y) is then obtained by a k-1 fold integration of equation (7) in the x and y direction with
inclusion of the proper initial conditions. Since initial conditions in the higher order
derivatives produce simple monomial changes in density across the face of the image (a
situation which is unlikely to occur in practice) these are assumed to be zero. Thus only
the coefficient matrix C and the image initial conditions need be quantized and transmitted
to the user. The image is reconstructed by using an idealized coherent processor of figure
(5). Here the approximation to Dx

k-1 Dy
k-1f(x,y) is the input. A filter whose transfer



function corresponds to that of a k-1 order integrator in the x and y directions is placed in
the back focal plane of Lens L1. Thus the output in P2 is the kth order spline approximation
to f (x,y) minus the initial conditions. It should be noted that an actual implementation
would involve the use of “leaky” integrators since the transfer function of an ideal
integrator is unrealizable. However it is felt that this would not seriously affect the
performance of the system. The initial condition estimates f^(x,-1) and f^(-1,y) are introduced
with a beam splitter so that the final reconstructed image                           appears in the
output plane of Lens L2.

Heretofore, the analysis has been idealized and simplistic in the sense that negative values
of                              exist and present problems to imaging devices that are intensity

sensitive. This does not present an insurmountable difficulty in the reconstruction process
since two processors can be implemented: one for the positive portions                          

and one for the corresponding negative portions. Since f(x,y) is always greater than zero
the initial conditions need to include only in the processor for the positive portion.
Labeling the appropriate portions,

each can be obtained with a dual processor that includes a substraction step as shown
schematically in figure (6). The subtraction step can be implemented either optically or
electronically before a final image display step.

The difficulties with negative values of                         are not so much with the

 reconstruction step, since a coherent processor can handle negative as well as positive
values, but with the determination of                           itself.                                can be

obtained optically but detecting its negative values with an intensity sensitive detector
requires holographic recording techniques. This represents an unnecessary complication if
this can be avoided by some other optical or hybrid processing technique. One such
technique would involve imaging f(x,y) with an NxN CCD camera whose output was the
kth order divided difference of the pixel matrix F, Lk-1F[Lk-1]T. Here



and F = [f(xi,yj)].

Lk-1F[Lk-1]T is then averaged down to produce C by a microprocessor or a hard-wired
algorithm. This is shown diagramatically in figure (7). The quantizer is shown incorporated
in the averaging processor so that its output is the quantized version of C, Cq. The
averaging rate is determined by the derivative energy processor. The rate information can
be obtained either arithmetically from Lk-1F[Lk-1]T or optically from f(x,y) - hence the two
inputs shown. The output is the dimension of the Cq matrix or an equivalent quantity. C is
shown as the output of the quantizer, where it is then split into two parts Cq

+ and Cq
- where

Cq
+ and Cq

-  are given by

Thus, Cq
+ and Cq

- are matrices consisting of non-negative elements such that

Cq = Cq
+ - Cq

-.

Since Cq
+ and Cq

- are sufficient for the user to generate                         ,                      

and                           these are transmitted to the user. Also transmitted are the quantized 

versions of the initial conditions fq(xi, -1) + fq  (-1,yj).

Experimental Results (Derivative Spline)

Tb demonstrate the feasibility of the hybrid spline encoding system a simulation was
performed, and these results were compared with those of the least squares spline at a data
rate of approximately 2 bits/pixel. The optically generated spline results are shown in
figures 8 and 9. Figure 8 shows the unquantized results. A little blocking is evident, but
otherwise the reconstruction possesses good detail, and is a generally faithful reproduction
of the original. Figure 9 shows the results when the derivative spline coefficients are
quantized at a rate of 2.04 bits/pixel including overhead. Here the detail in the mother and
child has remained quite good with most of the features easily recognized. The background



has been degraded and the blocking is more evident. The increased blocking is due to the
suboptimal quantization of the initial conditions, to which the overall performance is quite
sensitive. Nevertheless, the performance of this initial system compares favorably with the
least squares spline results at 2 bits/pixel as shown in Table 3 and figure 10. As can be
seen the error in the optical spline is elevated for both the unquantized and quantized
versions. These come about due to the nature of the simulation. The results concerning the
derivative properties of spline approximations as outlined in the appendix are true for the
continuous model and not necessarily for the discrete case used in the simulation. Thus the
actual optically implemented system might display a slightly improved performance. It is
also expected that the use of proper statistics in generating a Max quantizer would greatly
improve the performance.

Conclusions

It would seem that spline functions are quite attractive for image coding purposes from
both a performance and an implementation viewpoint. Concerning performance, an error of
less than .5% at a rate of approximately 1 bit/pixel is certainly competitive with the
orthogonal tranform techniques. An optical implementation has been proposed and
simulated that is both feasible to implement, and would provide a real time
implementation. This optical implementation is a hybrid process since it combines a
coherent optical processor for image construction, with a combination digital-noncoherent
processor in the encoder.

It should be noted that the errors and corresponding data rate were achieved with a
nonoptimal quantizer and further work is necessary in this area. Further study and
simulations are necessary and in progress to achieve a better understanding of the optical
implementation. It is felt that these efforts should provide fruitful results.

Appendix

In this appendix, the properties of the derivatives of a kth order spline approximation to an
image f(x,y) are investigated. It will be shown that such an approximation also provides a
least-squares approximation in terms of the proper lower order splines. In other words, if

(A-1)



is a least squares approximation to f(x,y) on [-1#x,y#1].
Then

(A-2)

is least-squares approximation to                        On [-1#x,y#1].

Here

and L is an N-1xN matrix, if Nk(>,x) and Nk(0,y) are NxN matrices L is given by:

where h is the knot mesh width of the spline.

The analysis will be performed in one dimension as the two dimensional equivalent result
is obtained immediately using a direct product of splines.

The proposition is: If Sk,N(x) is a least-squares approximation to f(x) on the interval
[-1#x#1] given by

(A-3)

then Sk-j,N(x) = Nk-j(>_,x)Lj S is a least-squares k-jth order spline approximation to                
on [-1#x#1.

then Sk-j,N(x) = Nk-j(>_,x))j s a least-squares k-jth order spline approximation to           
on [-1#x#1].



Proof:
If Sk,N(x) is a least-squares K-jth order spline approximation to f(x)on [-1#x#1] then the
vector S must satisfy

(A-4)

where

so that

(A-5)

Similarly, if Sk-j(x) is a least-squares approximation to Djf(x), then LS = Df (A-6)

where

(A-7)

so that
LS = 'k-1Df

it must be shown that S given (A-5) implies (A-6). Therefore substituting the right side of
(A-5) into the left side of (A-6) and writing f explicitly, one obtains



which is [4]

But a least-squares estimate has the property                                      For some " [7,8], so
that

giving a left side of (A-6) equal to

This result extends to higher order derivatives by induction, with a two-dimensional result
obtained by a direct product of splines in the usual way.
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NR Nq Nc Nb Ns N No
Rate

bits/pixel

02012 64 5 5 64 256 4736 1.02

Table 1.  Bit Allocation Summary

Figure 1.  Original Image Figure (2).Unquantized Figure (3) Quantized
Least-Squares Spline Least-Squares Spline
Approximation Approximation

UNQUANTIZED
SPLINE

QUANTIZED
SPLINE

MSE = .230% MSE = .381%

Table 2. Mean Squared Errors for the
Unquantized and Quantized
Splines at 1.02 bit/pixel
(including overhead)



Figure (4).  Subsection Geometry
for                  

Figure (5). Idealized coherent reconstruction
of spline encoded image.



Figure (6).

Figure (7).  Spline Encoding Processor



Figure (8). Unquantized Figure (9). Quantized Figure 10. Quantized
optical Spline optical Spline Least-Squares
Approximation Approximation Spline Approximation.

LEAST SQUARES SPLINE
Unquantized        1.89 bits/pixel

DERIVATIVE SPLINE
Unquantized        2.04 bits/pixel

MSE = .230%       MSE = .234% MSE = .468%       MSE = .639%

Table 3. Comparison of Results for Least
Squares Spline with Those of the
Derivative Spline at Approximately
2 BITS/PIXEL.


